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KEY FEATURES
78mm Low-Frequency Transducer
• Non-bleached, non-coloured black pure pulp cone for low-distortion and natural sound
• Rubber surround reduces resonances for purer sound and durability
• Low-distortion magnetic circuit improves bass accuracy

50mm Midrange Transducer
• Polymer-coated pure pulp cone with double-pleated cloth edge
• Powerful magnetic circuit increases power handling for dynamic performance at higher volumes

HIGHLIGHTS
Low-Frequency Transducer x2:  78mm black pure pulp cone driver with rubber surround
Midrange Transducer x2:   50mm polymer-coated pure pulp cone driver
Connectivity:     Bluetooth and audio jack with retractable lead
Volume Control:    Up and down control buttons
Power:      LED back-lit power button
Battery life:     5 hours, Lithium-ion rechargeable battery
Charger Port:     AC port and mains power lead
Shell:      Chrome plated aluminium frame
Core:      Steel mesh black finish
Speaker box:     Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) matte black finish
Speaker lock:     Spring loaded locking mechanism released when pushed in
Dimensions (H x W x D):   150mm x 500mm x 130mm (closed)
      150mm x 800mm x 130mm (open)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

PEGASUS
Technical Details and Features

Pegasus Hybrid Home Monitor affords users features which are compatible with almost all audio devices, making 
use of both Bluetooth connectivity and an audio jack with retractable lead. It has a rechargeable battery so can be 
flexible in any home environment. It provides quality audio with its two low-frequency transducers and two 
midrange transducers. The hybrid nature of the system makes it ideal for any aspiring producers who want an 
affordable set of studio quality monitors as well as a home audio entertainment system.

The Pegasus Hybrid Home Monitor streams stereo 
music wirelessly from any Bluetooth-equipped 
device, making audio available for a wide 
range of portable devices.

Locking and unlocking the speakers on the Pegasus 
switches the devices audio settings from home audio 
to studio audio and vice versa. Users can listen to their 
audio with full bodied and vivid sound or with naked 
clarity ideal for audio production.

A clearly visible LED lets you know when the 
built-in Lithium-ion battery needs to be recharged, 
as well as when the Pegasus is in Bluetooth
listening or pairing mode.

A retractable audio jack is located at the back of the 
product and can be hidden away when not in use. This 
feature allows users to use their Pegasus monitors 
with almost any audio device.
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